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Star Vault AB: Nominated for Most Anticipated Game & Best Graphics
One of the largest game site for massively multiplayer online games, Mmosite.com, has a
yearly competition with gamers voting for different categories. Mortal Online, Star Vaults
first game title to be released summer 2009, has been nominated in 2 categories:
•

Most Anticipated
Definition by Mmosite: “Every year, numerous new games push into the market; every
year, new types of gameplay keep coming out. Which title you wanna try out the most?
Vote for it!”
Link: http://contest.mmosite.com/gameprize/prizeitem.php?item=3

•

Best Graphics
Definition by Mmosite: “By graphics, we mean the game that carries the most visual
appeal and aesthetic quality in its appearance and presentation; including a game's
model, texture design, animation quality, presentation, style, etc. Graphics weighs
heavily in a game's quality.”
Link: http://contest.mmosite.com/gameprize/prizeitem.php?item=4

“This is very positive, of course. The nominations show that the community of gamers are
looking forward to the game play features of Mortal Online, as well as appreciating the visual
direction we have taken with the game. However, the contest is not over yet so please support us
by voting, use the links above!
Also, in the initial preparations for the launch of Mortal Online, we have now started a counter
on our official site defining the next phase in development”, says Henrik Nyström, CEO.
Mortal Online forum now has 7000 members and has been visited by over 300 000 unique visitors from 185
countries, since the start in early 2008. The fans that are registered are very active and give the development
team support in decision-making for key features in Mortal Online, which is very much appreciated by the
Star Vault Team.
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Star Vault is a game developer based in Malmö, Sweden. The company is today developing an online game
called Mortal Online, which is a Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG).
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